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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0206921A1] 1. Heat exchanger with internal circulation of a first fluid, comprising - a bundle of twin U tubes (12) immersed in a heating
liquid heat-transfer fluid (34), this bundle consisting of inner tubes (14) and of outer tubes (16) delimiting an annular space in which the first fluid
circulates, and comprising two straight branches (12a, 12b) connected by a curved lower part (12c) ; - an entry chamber for the first fluid (36a)
and an exit chamber for the first fluid (36b), these chambers being delimited at their lower end by a first fluid/heat-transfer fluid tube plate (20a,
20b) to which the corresponding ends of the outer tubes (16) are fastened in a leakproof manner ; - at least one entry chamber for a heated fluid
(44a) and at least one exit chamber for the said heated fluid (44b), which are separated from the entry chamber for the first fluid (36a) and from
the exit chamber for the first fluid (36b), respectively, by a heated fluid/first fluid tube plate (42a, 42b), to which the corresponding ends of the inner
tubes (14) are fastened in a leakproof manner ; characterized in that the first fluid is a gas, the exchanger being suitable for being mounted in a
vessel (30, 30') containing the heat-transfer fluid (34), so that the U tubes (12) are immersed in this fluid and each has a vertical leg (12a) with
descending heated fluid and a vertical leg (12b) with ascending heated fluid ; - two shells (54a, 54b) surrounding each of the vertical legs (12a, 12b)
of the bundle respectively, these shells being fastened to the gas/heat-transfer fluid tube plates (20a, 20b), which are open at their lower ends and
equipped with entry windows for the heat-transfer fluid (56a, 56b, 62a, 62b) at their upper ends ; - a transition component (64) fastened to the shells
(54a, 54b) below the entry windows for the heat-transfer fluid, to separate, in the said vessel, the heat-transfer fluid entering the exchanger through
the entry windows from the heat-transfer fluid leaving through the lower ends of the shells.
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